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INTRODUCTION.

iLJ._i "J"^ "' tne aevelopment of caDiUlism bv aMjncim .indent In view of STconfurion "wy To ^4

"iLfiiu^ »"^"«5' ^*'»' ">«• Capiu." The chaster on

tion «f *i.w '** had regarded at th» oott of produc-tion of labor- was not the cost of labor, but that S^Se
''Y,?«

'"borer And what they thou^ 'the laSre? waJ

i„H^ .1,
•*'!'' '^^"'' '*?' **•"• •» <:«»»«• to belong to hSnand therefore can no l(»nger be sold by him/ At bMthe

f-!^' '° »•"
""i'

'"TURE labor, U. he^auTMsmiie Ae Ob!

time. But by domg this he does not sell labor (wUd iionhr.TO BE performed) he transfer, to the oMt f* «
fe! iT' ^^ **'^.°^ time-wage.) or for thTMlTofdefimte labor-power (in case of piece-warn)^ «»»n>l
«*„"' !''°r-.'~*«' for a definit?^SS?t he le^*^'rather sells his iabo«.powe». This libor-pi>wer ir2.J.ejcent with and inseparable f.om his vSy ?«I^ it,^of production therefore coincides withSat oTSe hiS^
oftior'u'tfa't :f3,°T£. «""*'.*• r* of P«ShSL
V( hi. ^' ii ** °' *; ''!'**"«' »"<' *» tbe same time thatof his labor power It is thus that we are ablTto to

W^r 'Sow^r'^aiVL"^"'**?" "K'^^' tTthe vltS S?
m^^„~ r^^ *° determme the amount of socially^^t ^\ """?•'*« *»' «•« production of^2^P?^' of d^te quaKty, as Mane has done it inAe^»P*«' on The Buying and SellinTif Ubor-Powe?^ar. Capital, Vol. I., p. II, Chaplla., ^TrZt
"The difficulty, which brought to grief even the best

S^''X"of''-libS? ? ^'^ '"^^ ^' r^ni?g ^*
-vIj -L ft.

'*
.

disappears as soon as we start in itsstead with the value of l a b o i - p o w « i"



THE PRESENT ECONOMIC SYSTEM*

In ider to provide for his needs, man has always^ obliged to work, and this work has always

fc^'"'S? ^'^ P^^^V"' «»vironment and espec-
laUy upon the means of production. It is not ourprovince to enquire how or why the means of pro-
duction were developed. It is enough to show Om
^''uA°\^^'^^^°^^^ *« Fo<»««» whkhnun had at his disposal were multiplied. Nowwhen these products become too abundant for onegroup of producers a surplus results, which may beMccfcmged for products of a different sort of which
the first group of producers are deprived by reason
of th.ir circmnstances. These products which are
not destined for jpersonal use but for exchange are
called commodiUes. Consequently it is its social
qualitiM and not its natural qualities that make acommodity of any given product. That an ex-
change may be made, then, two conditions must be
satisned:

Firet: Tntre must have been a division of labor:
for there wemld be no point in the exchange of
identocal products. The objects to be exchiiged
are those which have no immediate usefutaess for
Oie person who possesses them, while they are use-
ful to those who do not possess them.
Second: The persons who are exchanging must

have fuU power to dispose of their products—in
other words, they must ? - the possessors of t'de pro-
duct which they wish to exchange.

In the beginning the relative quantities of the pro-
TU* Atteh U bued npon Kul lf>n' "Kanliil" ...i v
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Sjv'^'p"'!*^ '°' ^^^ ""'^ ">"»' h»ve variedgreatly But in course of time the exchariM ofcomn,od.t.e, took place in a ratio fixed for ^fo^eplace and time; ten hatchets, for example L^a
St^' «° five bows, etc' These coSSoS^re?

rr?Li"'^'K?"™°".''V«»'y which makes a com'

wh^ P"*^;"*:. '""^, *' '» *" common qualhy

*«J^^*""V 5°'n«»<x''»y anything must providefor some need of man; it must have the value ofuwfulness. Without this value a p4luct can

tZf^^ ' ^f^P!^^: However, it is impossi^ethatthe quahty which different commodities have in

«Ii^i r> ^^^^ usefulness, that is to say, their

^cS^re «chrnged " ^*° ""''' P''^"-') *»"»

J'm^ ^^'^ *«•« use-value goods are primarily

fi^rV^^
qua^'ty; as regards tLir exchangeTa?ue

thq^.can only be of different quantity, without in-dudmg a particle of use-value."»
Since usefulness does not count in exchaneeAcre IS only one quality of the commodity thatfe-mams, that of being the product of labor.^ And as

b estimJnl ™r '^^ '=°"«deration of usefulness

for *ff^«fv''^ *T•''^'"*•
^'^ ""** ^J" *e same

il,;.^ ^- '''"*'* °* ^°''^' ^ t^^a' the only qualitywhich remains to a commodity is that of beine the

S^tK* *^''^' °? '"''" •" 8«"«"1- Any com!modity then derives its value only from the cir-ojmstance that it represents a certain amount of
labor of man m general.
'Ukx, "K.P1U1." 1 ,. 4,
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auMtiJ'if i^L'
~'°«««ty » 'letennined by the

production of a commodity. wLrdlS'n^t
In measure as the division of labor i' develooedproduction for personal use diminishes aiulthi n^

duction of commodities increases until ?t fi^nJ^^comes the universal form K)dCS,^ ^^
commodity (money) is <'e^elSS a,^'u"vem!

and make a profit out o^ he transarHnn tu
commodity w&ch serves f . . 5.i!Tu^,e°"is caSd'

Consequently capital comes into existence af !,«moment when the pn)duction of comSties hSsattained a certain degree of development Private

ft^f'Sin^frt'tw *? P"^"'^*'"" of'commoi!ities, t)egins from that point to show its caoitaliitir

SvSS!!;,",'
^^' ^ *" imperceptible mLn«?Xhnevertheless becomes more and more developedThe income of the artisan depends primarily uWihis personal qualities; that Vf the capitaHst-^s

"S2^if I ?i* rj;'"?^ P"^^"" »"d "capacity of

•TltMB ot M^taUiiC Th, iS-i!i„l''f»'*"' <">*•> • developed
fu.d»...t.l fmh S thVprtJ^Suoi •• • «' dimlni.1... ?h.
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an individual are Kmited, so that the quantity that
he can produce is also limited; while money can be
heaped up without limit. The larger the sum ofmoney anyone uses as capital, the more the money
can produce. But the reverse of the medal is not
so pretty. Side by side with the possibility of ac-
cumulatmg a fortune there is that of becoming poor,
llus fact was not prominent at the entrance of cap-
itahsm mto the field, when poverty was not yet a
general phenomenon, but it increased more and
more, so that at present we live in a society in which
the greatci- part of the population is poor.

In the Middle Ages the trades were developed in
turope; the division of labor increased; tools were
perfected; and commterce was developed; chiefly as
a consequence of the improvement of the means of
communication. The maritime route to India was
discovered, as well as the American continent.
JiJiormous sums of money, acquired by means
of commerce and pillage, flowed into Europe.
With the discovery of these countries the
outlets for trade correspondingly increased.
The trades, however, not being in a position to fur-
nish the great quantity of commodities required, the
merchants determined themselves to undertake the
wholesale production of articles intended exclu-
sively for sale.

There was no lack of money to procure the raw
materials and the tools, to establish workshops and
to hire workmen. The only difficulty to be over-
come was that of procuring these last. The work-
man who has in his own possession the means of
production will not sell his labor. To attain their
end the capitalists had to seek for persons who,
having no means of production, were obliged to sell
their productive energy or die of hunger.
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For certain reasons it was possible for the needs
of the capitahsts to be satisfied. On account of the
development of the market in the cities the demand
tor food, and for raw materials of every kind, such
as wood, wool, etc., increased and agricultural pro-
duction for the purpose of sale increased, so that
the peasants began to have money. This latter fact
complicated the ,relation between them and the
feudal lords. So long as the rent was paid in kind
the lord demanded only as much as hetould con-
sume; but from the day that the rent began to be
paid m money the landowner began to press the
peasant more and more, since money can always be
used, and no one ever has enough. From this fact
arose so severe an exploitation that many peasants
left the country to take refuge in the towns
The second reason why a large number of work-

men were obtainable was that the lords themselves
began to produce commodities for city markets es-
pecially wool and wood. This took fewer laborers
than agnculture, but required more land, so that
many peasants were driven from their fai-ms, and,
like the others, went to swell the population of the
cities.

Thus there was no further obstacle to wholesale
production, and from then on raw materials were
purchased, workshops established, and the labor of
the proletariat procured. Human labor thiis has
become a commodity, corresponding exactly to de-
finition: first, it has no use-value for the possessor
it he has not the means of production, aiid, on the
other hand, has such a value for the person possess-
ing these means; second, the possessor of labor has
the free disposition of it.

The contract is made the proletariat on the one
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Side furnishes the commodity—labor—and the cap-
itahst on the other gives the equivalent of it. Now
how much must be given for this commodity? In
otter words what is the value of the labor delivered ?
The value of a commodity is determined by the
labor-time socially necessary for its production, in
this case necessary for the proletarian and his fam-
ily to hve; for the workman being mortal, and cap-
ital having need of new forces, the wage must be
sufficient to raise a new generation of workers. The
standard of the workmens' needs is subject to varia-
tion according to time and place (the causes of
which variation we need not examine here), but it
IS fixed for a certain aountry, time, and categorv of
workers.

Let us suppose now that the process of produc-
tion has a normal course, that is to say, that it comes
out as the capitalist wishes. He has begun with a
sum A, and ends by possessing A-fa. We must now
explain this surplus o which, in the terminology of
capitalistic production, is called surplus-value. The
surplus obuined from the labor of slaves is easily
explained. The owner leaves the slaves a part of
the product of their own labor to live on. The rest
is his. His surplus springs from the labor of oth-
ers. The relation of the serf and his lord is, if pos-
sible, even clearer. The serf works part of the
week for himself and on the remaining days for his
master. The explanation of the surplus produced
by capital employed at usury or in primitive com-
merce (the most ancient forms under which cap-
ital was employed) no longer offer any great diffi-
culties. The usurer appropriated to himself the
possessions of the borrower little by little and so
ruined him completely. The primitive merchant
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Illtfl**'r!f u * 1""^'"' ^y ^''"'"8^ <J«ar something

whlh^ ^f ^""^^^ ** "^ *"^'*' P""' » transaction
which involved no increase in value. Now it is just
this increase in value that is to be explained upon
the basis of the law that things of equal value are
exchanged, and not, as in the cases cited above
upon the exceptions to the law.

If we represent the transaction of one who buys,
not to make a profit, but to exchange something
which has no use-value for him for^mething
Which has such value (the simple circulation of
commodities), by the formula C-M-C, in whichC stands for commodities and M for money, we
can represent the transaction of the capitalist byM—C—(M+m). In this formula m stands for
the surplus-value accruing to the capitalist at the
end of a successful operation. The latter formula
is composed of the factors M—C; the purchase of
the commodity and 0-(M+m). the sale. Ac-
cording to the law of the circulation of commodi-
ties the value of M ought to be equal to C, but Cm turn must be equal to M+m, a thing which -"s

possible only if C is a commodity which, while it is
being consumed, produces a value greater than what
It has. However, there is no value without labor;
consequently the formula cited can harmonize
with reality only if labor is itself a commodity.
And, as we have seen above, it is such from the
moment that the economic development has reach-
ed a certain point.

What is now the course of the production of
aie surplus-value? The capitalist has fitted up a
factory, has procured tools and raw material, has
hired labor, and the process of production com-
mences. Suppose that the necessaries of life for
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the workman and his family may be produced by
sue hours of work socially necessary; by making
him work, then, six hours the capitalist will have
a product equal to that of the raw material used,

ZJT^i Yk?"* ;^^}^J^ P^en it by the toolsand by the labor which the workman has put upon
It. This value, however, has been entirely paid
out by the capitalist; he has no surplus left; the
transaction has failed. But ordinarily the process
succeeds, in procuring profits for the capitalist,
since in the contract between him and the laborer
it is not stipulated that the latter shall work only
the number of hours necessary to produce enough
for his own needs. On the contrary the workman
is compelled to labor' as long as his strength will
permit. The value produced by the workman after
the time necessary for the production of the equiv-
alent of his needs falls to the capitalist, and this it
IS which constitutes the surplus-value, the value
denved from work not paid for.
The aim of the capitalist is to procure for him-

self as large a surplus-value as possible. He can
attain his end at once by forcing the laborer to
work as long a time as it is possible for him to
work. From this springs the irreconcilable con-
flict between the interests of the proletariat -«nd
those of capital, the combat over the length of the
working-day. The day has its natural limits (it is
necessary that certain hours be left to the work-
man for food ^d rest), its legal limits (decreed
too late by the state, driven on one side by the
workers themselves, and on the other bv the plain
certainty that without this protection the working
class would become enfeebled), and finally its
limits fixed by the pressure of the labor unions.
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However, there is still one other way in which
the surplus-value is increased, as I shall explain
by what follows. Let us suppose the length of the
working day to be twelve hours, and the time
necessary for the production of the equivalent of
the workman's needs to be six hours. We can
then represent the day as follows

:

-B

CB IS consequently the time in which the surplus-
value is produced. The aim of the capitalist,
then, IS to protract the period CB as much as pos-
sible, and this he can accomplish in two ways-
i-irst, that of which we have just spoken, the pro-
longation of AB; second, the shortening of AC
in order that CB may be as long as possible, or in
other words, the shortening of the time necessary
tor the production of the necessaries of life for the
workmen and his family. When the productivity
of labor rises, the value of the commodity falls;
and when the value of the commodities which the
worlanan needs for his support falls, the value
ot labor falls also. However, the increase of the
productivity of labor is only possible through the
improvement of the means of production ar" the
methods of working, so that capitalism n Ses
Its manner of production unceasingly. In gc.eral
the capitalist does not take account of the fact that
the more cheaply commodities are produced for
sale, the more the value of labor falls, and, other
things being equal, the more the surplus-value in-
creases. The capitalist strives constantly to make
improvement in his methods of production in
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order to surpass his competitors. Supposing that

he succeeds m producing in half an hour aa aS
then obtain an extra profit as lone as his comZli

tne latter have improved their production in the

h^r H' u^ ^'T ^'^'^''y "^""^'y falls frim anhour to half an hour, and the extrl profit of Ae
^A/^"' introduced the method ceases ^eresult that remains is this: the value of labor hasdecreased, and the relative surplus-value £ con

Z?Sw«• JK.i?
f"1^ th?'coiWl^^

of^the°m.t?S^ T° ^': «,on«deration of someOf ftemethods for shortening the necessary houre

fteve'lfto C*'?.*"^"^' *^ "^-^italbt trieaoove all to lower the price of labor below itsvalue, while the workers for their par^ op^^th stendenq. and try to obtain the contriiT^'^hence

rie hJ^i!"' f^"" "J*'**
^'"- »" ine'torTble strSg!fie between labor and capital, side by side vriAthat over faie length of the working-day

thlll}^l^°'^
^"^^^ **= ""ethods of abridgingUie labor-time necessary, beginning with co-oj^?

m^i,n^ ! '^%''"^" '^ *>^^«' the capitS
r,,^^ V*

production begins when the <SpitaIist

w[^ -i *^ ^^ °^ ^^^ guilds the masterhad also paid workers, but the surplus-value^d,
nlJ^^^"^

from them was not ?reat. since Aelrnumber was small, a fact which obliged him to
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work with them, since without this his income
would have been too small. The true capitalist ishe who is permitted by the amount of the surplus-
value which he receives to live according to his
rank, without working with his laborers, reserv-mgto himself only the direction of affairs.

TTie difference therefore, between kapitalistitf
production and that at the time of the guilds is
in the first place only quantitative, but therecome m qualitative differences as well. In the
first place the differences in the individual capac-
ities of the workmen disappear; the ability of one
neutralizes the smaller ability of the other, so that
the capitalist can count upon an average amount of
labor. Next there is economy in the new ar-
rangement; because a structure to hold twenty-
five workmen working together costs less tJiii
frwenty-five structures with one workman in each.
Fnally. the most important of all, by having a num-
ber of men working together, each doing his own
share toward the common end, we bring about a
systematic working together, that is to say co-
operation, which brings into being a new ccllec-
tive force greater than the sum of the individual
forces. Not only does co-operation permit the ac-
comphshment of work requiring a greater expend-
i^re of energy, but it also raises the productivity
of lalxjr The direction necessary for this joint
labor falls to the capitalist as such. Submission of
the workman to the capitalist is, then, an indis-
pensable condition of the capitalistic method of
production.

We come now to another method for increas-
ing the relative amount of the surplus-value, the
manufactory proper, a more developed form of
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^5?I*5°2: *?*'"*
'l**^^' ««««» between the

eighteenth This conies from two causes. Onthe one side it is due to the combination of diflFer-

Xr '^"P *° ^^ point independent of eachother. The manufacture of a carriage, for ex-

!lS?«ii?'"'"*''
*^' "^""^ °' » wheelw^ht, a haJ-

?,^if^:;'' *?"",''"'/**=•' *''° a" «e*ciM theirtrades md«pendently of each other. The capital-
ist unites them all in one trade, that of cwriSe-
"*Jri.«i

*Wch the occupation of 'each b2Sm«
^«ml""l^'

"°" »P«ial«ed. The painter, f^example, becomes especially a painter of car-

?^^u- K*?" •** °^^'^ *'^e the manufactory is due

t™^* ^*!?"^"« ,*°«^**'" °f workmen of the sameE man!
"'"^^r^kshop, and to the division oflabor made possible m this way. Thus, for in-

l^''^'^^\"^''^'"'\^"' °^ P'""' ea«* pin « "o

«T^f u* ^^ * ""?^* workman but by several,each of whom does only a special part of the work.
It IS dear that through the introduction of man-

ufactory methods the productivity of labor has
beoi enoiTOously increased, so that the time neces-
sary for the production of the necessaries of lifetor the workmen has become shorter, and the sur-
plus-value correspondingly augmented. The part
taken by ihe workman in the process of production
IS quite different from what it was in the time of
the guilds. Tht different operations that he per-

5!T^'!! "^""^ ** complete product are now
replaced by the monotonous and repeated produc-
^•°"V j"?'- °°*,°^ *«* P*'**- Fro« this point

T^^fJ ,
.-*^'*'°"-2.* workmen into skifled and un-

skiUed laborers. The latter are those whose work
IS such as to require little or no apprenticeship.
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and they are the cause of a new lowering of the
pnce of labor.

We have stl.. to take up the question of the
introduction of machinery and of manufacturing
on a large scale. Although at the period of the
early manufactories the workman was obliged to
perform a monotonous task, which in so far may be
called "mechanical," yet this task was performed,
though with the aid of tools, by his own hands.
But in the eighteenth centuiy the machine was in-
vented, that is to say, a mechanism which took tiie
place both of the workman and of his tools. Ma-
chines were introduced because they saved hand-
work, and consequently lowered the price of the
product and relatively increased the surplus-value.

.

Each developed mechanism is composed of three
parts: the motor, the transmission, and the operat-
ing part. It is to the development of this last
that the economic revolution of the eighteenth cen-
tury is due. However, there was needed a mo-
tive power greater and more regular than those
then available. The steam engine, invented by
James Watt, provided for this need and, in its turn,
led to new developments of operating machinery.
The steam engine was capable of running many
operating machines at the same time, and tiius the
modem factory was established. In branches in
which the product requires a series of different
manipulations, a system of machines has been con-
trived of which one furnishes the material to the
next without the intervention of hands, so that a
system of automatic mechanism has been pro-
duced.

The revolution caused by the introduction of ma-
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dunes in one branch of industry necessitated its
introduction into another, etc. The iS ofcommunication and of transportation were extend-

!«„i.
steamboat, the railroad, and the tele-graph were mvented. Because of important in-vrations m Ae manufacture of machines it finally

oTr^S'o/a? £nt" "^^ """""^ ''"""'•^

What are the most important consequences of

^L!l^u^^?^^.°^ production. In the first place
stands the introduction of the labor of women and
children, smce tending machines generally does
not require great muscular strength. The advan-
teges which accrue to the capitalist from the em-ployment of women and children are obvious
Since the price of the workman's labor is deter-mined by the time necessary for the production of
tiie necessities of life not only for himself, but also
tor his family, as soon as the whole family are
compelled to sell their labor, the price o/that
labor will simply equal that of the labor of theworkman alone. Ordinarily the income of the
familv will nse a little under these circumstances,
but, because of the absence of the wife from the
housdiold. expenses will increase also. The in-
crease of the surplus-value, obtained by the labor
of women and children, is therefore important
Besides, the women and children have less power
to resist the capitalist than men have, whilV the
men, in their turn, are weakened by the competi-.
tion of women and children.

In the second place the introduction of machines
produces in the mind of the capitalist a desire to
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I

prolong the working day u much as poMible. for
the following reasons among others. The greater
the number of hours each day in which the ma-
chine IS m operation, the more quickly it will re-
turn its cost through the product, and, other things
being equal, the Jiorter will be the time requir-
ed for the capitalist to gain the same amount of
surplus-value. Suppose A works his machines
for eight hours a day, and B worics as many
machines for sixteen hours: B's machines will re-
turn their cost through the product in half the
time needed by A's. Consequently B will gain
double the surplus-value in the same time, so thatA also will be driven to work his machines for 16
hours. And since a machine deteriorates even
when it is no a use, there is, when the machines are
stopped, a loi. of value which the capitalist cannot
retrieve. Hence the tendency to prolong the work-
ing day. In the third place every capitalist runs
the danger of seeing his competitors introduce new
machines which save still more work and so dimin-
ish the value of his own. The more quickly a ma-
chine returns its cost, the less the danger just men-
tioned becomes.

Finally, I have still to notice the following cause
for the prolongation of the working day. The ob-
ject of the employment of machines is the increase
of the surplus-value through their use. This in-
crease, however, is possible only through the dimin-
ution in the number of workmen employed by the
capitalist. But since the surplus-value is created
only by the workmen, any diminution in their num-
ber is to the disadvanti^^e of the capitalist. In
order to overcome this he attempts to prolong the
day.
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The more machinery is developed, the more the
attention which the workman must give to his
work increases; in other words, the more intense
the Ubor becomes. The tendency of the capiulist
to mcrease the intensity of labor reaches its wogee
as soon as the working time is limited, for diii^rent
reasons. In order that the surplus-value may be
equal to what it was formerly, the woricman, for ex-
ample, must produce as much in eleven hours as he
formerly produced in 13 hours. Tlie means by
which the intensity of labor is increased (not to
enter into unnecessary details) are : first, the man-
ner of fixing w^es—-piece-work ; and second, the
practice of making) the workmen tend more ma-
chines than formerly, and of driving the machines
faster, so as to force the workmen to a greater in-
tensity of labor.

The contest between the large manufacturing
establishments and ^he small factories and work-
shops has led gradually but infallibly to the destruc-
tion of the latter. They are forced to maintain the
competitive struggle by incredibly long hours of
labor, by an unlimited exploitation of the labor of
women and children, etc. In this way it is often
{ossible to resist competition for some time, but
finalljr the large manufactory triumphs all along
the hne.

Agriculture also, though to a less degree than
manufacturing, has been revolutionized by the in-

troduction of machines. Rural workers who have
become superfluous have betaken themselves to the
cities, and there go to swell the population already
enormously increased by inuustrialism.
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w^ o( the surplus-value is sufficient for this

^^aJIuI "*!•>«"«ry for our subject to stop toSS St.*!!?"' '.P".'* °^ »»« surplus-value is

r^^«^ ib^^ "PV'*'' *hile the other part isS^ ^ ^ T'"' ""^^ appropriate the

of machines, etc., has increased in every branch of
.ndustiy, and this has brought it ab^t that thec^tal necessary to any manufacturing establish-ment increases continually under the pressure of

^^^T^Srj i'
^?"°"' "^^ capiS Uselfforces the capitalist to invest as new capital part

fi,^ thu'^l"^"^"'-*!,^''"'''? ^y »'''»• But asidetrom this. It IS capitahsm also that produces the
aipitahst penchant for always investing more ca^

I™^- '?"^ *=*P'*»^' «*«=• And since the

ofX SZl?l ?P***' •**' "° «"''"• the greediness

r«i«
"P'tahst has none, ?, d he is driven to in-cmse his capital mcessantJy. even when his in-

Sc nelT*
**" " ^"^'' •"•" *° "'"'y ^«^

J^S"^*""' *^t.8™VP of capitalists of which wehave been speaking is not the only one that sains
s«rplus-value Industrial capital is obliged to sCethe total surplus-value with commercial capital the-

rS'«.»?""'^fu°l'"°"*y' ^^ ^''t consfsting o*
real estate In the first place, a part of the surplu
value IS claimed by commercial capital. For theeconomic system in force would not be able to^rate without commerce. The development of
capitalism has led to an extensive division of laborm the class of capitalists (banks, insurance com-
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panics, etc.), and the capital invested in these enter-
pnses must egually have its share of the total sur-
plus-value. Capital in the form of money plays an
mcreasmgly important part in modem capitalism,
andso must have its share of the surplus-value
The owners of the soil also appropriate a con-

siderable part The land is the most indispensable
means of production, and is incapable of being in-
creased at will. As capitalism increases, the de-mand for territory becomes greater and greater.
TTiis causes the ground rents in general to ri,e,
which means tiiat the share of the total surplus-
value which the landowners appropriate becomes
greater and greater.^ It is especially in the cities,
which are highly developed under capitalism, and in
which, consequently, the demand for land is ereat
and the supply relatively small, that the ground
rents have nsen to an unheard of degree, and this
to the prejudice of the health and happiness of the
less privileged classes.

Up to this point we have been necessarily sup-
posing that the capitalist succeeds in making a pro-
ht. But, as we know, it often happens that he does
not attain his end, that his capital produces no added
value, that he even loses it entirely or in part. This
case being important for the subject in hand we
TOust stop to consider it for a moment. As has
been shown above, the capitalist b«^ns by pur-
chasing labor and the means of production in order
to set in motion the process of production. For
him the difficulty then consists of selling the manu-
factured product at its value and of -tfiSs realizing
the added value which is a part of 4his. At times,
aided by circumstances, he succeeds in selling the
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The causes of the poor success of the process are

may not have the abihty necessary for the directionof the process of production. For exaniDle he

?e'?or toZton-" '" "-^g—t'T/bktlenor to that of his competitor, though the cost nfproduction is the same: ^The means of produc ionmay be purchased at too high a price: he may Z
etc" Jea'^nTaTS t\*' *.^^^^ of con"u'L"rs

siUirr^Sbi^'araToss""'" ''^ '"''^'' -
In the second place, circumstances independentof h.s own act may present themselves which have

5;fnJ S' ""l9'-^5«'
cessation of payment on

Wm^ ?i u''"* "^i"'"
tmportant debtors may oblige

wTcieiftor^"^- V '"'="?" •" ^'^'^ to^S;ms creditor. Agam, he may lack the capital neces-

iKce«f ~™P«*"*'°"- For the amount of cap-

»«« K
"^ '" "''^'^ ''"^"c'^ o^ 'nd"stry or com-merce becomes greater and greater, and the mTnwho cannot procure this capital is forc^ Httle byhttle to give ground to his competitors and finallyto give up business altogether. '

^

In the third place, it very often happens that asas a result of competition, there is an over supplof commodities, which from this very fact are un^

??tS^
*'

°'"i""'i ^ '°^'^ ^°^ '«« *an their value.In the periods of prospenty this case is not general.But It IS the rule in crises. Because of thdr great
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importance to the relation between criminality and
economic conditions, it is necessary to pause here
to exanmie the cause and origin of these crises.

Economic crises, that is t< ay, periods in which
the economic Ufe is greatly isturbed, are due to
various circumstances; for example, to a war which
puts obstacles in the way of the regular continuance
of international commerce. But aside from such
causes there are others which are natural to the
present economic system itself, and which bring on
these crises periodically. It is these causes, which
are the most important, of which it is necessary to
treat here.

A crisis is the result of over-production. This
does not imply that in every case overproduction
will bring about a crisis. If one who is producing
for his own consumption happens to produce more
than he can consume, the result will be that during
a certain period he will proceed to produce less,
and the equilibrium will be re-established. But
when one manufactures riot for himself but for
the market the situation is entirely different. Each
manufacturer of commodities produces separately,
that IS to say, without any understanding with his
fellow manufacturers, articles of which he himself
has no need, but which he attempts to exchange for
money in order to obtain what he does need. If
he does not succeed in selling his commodities he is
left without money to buy the commodities that are
necessary to him. Over-production can thus have
very harmful results for those who hold commod-
ities.

Now how does it happen that the capitaUstic
mode of production causes periodically a produc-
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tioh greater than the possible consumption? (It
goes without saying that this phrase is not to be
taken to mean that the consumers are physically in-
capable of using the product, but merely that iere
are not enough buyers) . As has been shown above
capitalistic production is carried on for the sake
of the added values, that is to say, the value of the
unpaid labor. In other words, the working elSss
produces more than it consumes. In feudal society
the surplus was entirely consumed by the class
which appropriated it; at present, on the contrary,
the owning class use part of the surplus to form
new capital. From this comes a continually in-
creasing accumulation of capital, and consequently
a greater and greater quantity of products which in
Uie end find no buyer. For the extension of pro-
duction increases the number of workmen neces-
sary, and consequently increases the demand also,
but these workmen produce in their turn more than
they consume. The over-production is not, then,
neutralized by a greater consumption. On the con-
trary it furnishes the material for an over-produc-
tion still greater. Hence capitalism -auses crises
periodically as the result of an overproduotion
caused by too small a consumption on the part of
the working class.

Since the mass of capital increases without cessa-
tion It is indispensable to find new investments, and
to broaden the market. From this it results, among
other things, that the capitalist class is forced to
take up the policy of political expansion and to con-
quer countnes where capitalism has not yet be-
come rooted. If it succeeds in finding a new outlet,
then, production increases enormously, existing fac-
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^fhll '"''"^'^' ".**. °"" "« established, etc..

k th?«,^7t."^'"'"'^"
inundated with goods Bu

LL^t *i?
'^'''*' ?***«='' t° 1^ »We to absorbthe continually increasing mass of products so

iS ilt."°''
""" *' P'-'^'«=*^°'> of^t^^cS^t?S *!5?.,"'"««ses as capitalism gains footholdthere. The commodities remain, then, unsold anda crisis is bepn. Production must be stopSd ordecreased; the stock of commodities bebTthusmade smaller the equilibrium begins litt^bf IMe

eoettef''

R^''?'"'
t^'"

"'^'^^^ moveSeit :

duS i-«i K 'r *=? ** capitalistic method of pro-

e^nh ". K*"^
^y '•"'' "P""*^**^* •**«" over tJ.. "/holecard,. It becomes increasingly difficult to find ooun-

H.n.. "^ c?P'tal sm has not been implanted.

w/'''f.;P''^"'*'°'? **="^« t° become chronic,

anotlir -f-
*" ^f

"'' ^''^''y **^' *orth there is stillanother circumstance which can produce a crisis oraggravate.one already existing; f refer to Ae lack

^c-1 * tu ^J'
P""*'/"?* "o*'* °f production. Sup-pose that the demand for iron is great at any giv^

rS.i"*- 7^"" production will then incrLe ^
i^S; wh J^?"'"^

* '*''^'^*^ ^^''^ nuinufacturer
Ignoring what his competitors are doing), that thesupply will far exceed the demand. As TresuU
jnanufactunng will be checked. As soon as over-
production occurs in as important a branch of in-dustry as the manufacture of iron, there will follow
also a stoppag-e of production in other branches, anda general crisis will ensue.

riJi"^
consequences of a crisis for the capitalist

class are well known. Many are forced to stop
producing, are no longer able to pay their creditors,
and draw many of their debtors in their train. Be-
cause of the complexity of the present system of
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production the consequences of a crisis are very

who are stricken first, whence it follows that dur-ing cnses there is a great concentration of capital.

JJ!^ " fu
^* ^"' P*'* °^ ">" discussion I pro-S. u"

*e "ssumptjon that the capitalist always
attains his end, i.e.. gams the surplus-value, just so

Lm V f^K^**"
speaking as if the workman always

sold his labor. Let us look now at the case of theman who does not succeed in selling it. In order
that a contract be entered into between capitalistand workman it is necessary that labor be desired

H^ll^ftK"*-. i* *' ^orkm^ for his part camiot
deliver the labor contracted for, or not enough of
It, whether from sickness or from weakness .it is
perhaps but a question of exchange, and the work-man IS abandoned to his fate. Capitalism restsupon this fact that there is a class of m^Tmuchmore numerous than any other, who are deprived of
everythmg and consequently are forced to sell their
labor; otherwise no workman would care to close
a contract.

Let us look at Ae other side of the question, when
the supply of labor exceeds the demand. Thosewho do not succeed in selling their labor are then
equally abandoned to their own resources. From
what causes m the capitalistic method of produc-
tion does It happen that the supply of labor is in
excess of the demand? Are these causes to be
found m too great an increase in the population, or
in the method of production itself?

It has been shovm above that the composition of
capital changes incessantly. Machinery becomes
more and more developed and a great part of cap-
ital IS composed of machines. The introduction of
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machines has taken place because they economise
labor. Thus a certain number of workmen find
themselves without occupation. It is true that
there is a mitigating circumstance, namely that there
IS an increased demand for labor in other branches
(manufacture of machines), but this demand can
never be as great as the amount of labor rendered
superfluous by machinery, for otherwise machines
would never have been introduced. However short
the apprenticeship required by modem industry, it

is nevertheless impossible, for a workman tc change
from one branch to another at short notice. Thus
the consequences for workmen thrown out of em-
ployment continue to be serious notwithstanding
thei mcreased demand in another branch. The
only case in which the introduction of machines will
occasion no unemplojrment will be when the de-
mand for commodities increases extraordinarilv,
as, for example, when a new market is opened up.
However, there are still other causes of forced

unemplcmnent. Such are the introduction of the
labor of women and children, the migration of
rural workers to the cities, immigration from back-
ward countries, and the supplanting of small bus-
inesses, by which members of the lower middle
class are forced down into the proletariat.

The causes of over-population are found, then,
in the system of production itself, and not in a too
great increase of the population ; a conclusion to be
drawn also from the fact that as far as actual
productivity of labor is concerned each produces
more than enough for his needs. There are, then,
always a number of persons who desire to work
but cannot find employment. In periods of crisis
the number of these increases enormously. The
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so-called "reserve army of labor" is a condition
indispensable to capitalism. Without it sudden
development in periods of prosperity would be
impossible. Without it also the power of organ-
ized labor would become so great that the surplus-
value would run serious danger. It is just because
the supply of labor exceeds the demand that the
power of the capitalist over the workmen is so
great, and also that it happens so often that the
interests of the workmen are thwarted

We now come to the end of my exposition. For
our subject it is unnecessaiy to continue it further.
I should like, however, to draw attention to two
more points. The continually increasing concentra-
tion of capital has as a consequence that the conduct
of the business under the direction of the capitalist
himself more and more gives place to the stock com-
pany, which combines the capital of numerous per-
sons, and gives the direction to a salaried employe.
Following this, concentration drives the owners in
one branch of industry to combine for the purpose of
eliminating competition, and thus of increasing pro-
fits ; in this way the "trusts" come into being. Com-
petition, the fundamental principle of capitalism, is

changed into its opposite, monopoly.
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It IS upon the Sute that the tesk is imooMH n(

and cnminal jurisprudence), there is it. «««
important duty of warding^koAer^SuoT of

forTSTrinr
^^'" ^^ ""'^ attad^ng'XSi^ b/
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*^°r''=
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orrf^r A- -. ** P°''«=e cannot maintain
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Our present militarism, is, therefore, a conse-quence of capitalism. The double duty of thearmy proves it
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